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Not limited into acoustic decorative panel

And better solution to life & working space
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Oppeo Acoustics, one modern high level innovation & design
enterprise, affiliated to Oppeo Holdings Group, which are
committed to manufacture and supply polyester fiber materials
and related acoustic products, which are all environment friendly
with superior performance on sound absorption and noise
reduction.

Not like traditional companies, from the humble beginning,
Our business are not limited in supplying, manufacturing, but
more eyes on R&D, innovation and integrated system solution.
Our teams are composed of many young people, but possessing
abundant experience with design, production, sales as well as
exports. All of them come together with full passion and same
sense of worth.

“Better your life” is our company philosophy. Nowadays, noise pollution is one of most important issues,
especially for city life, with high pressure working, people desire for quite space with visual and aesthetic effective.
Our aim is to provide excellent acoustic and elegant materials to make better life and working environment. We are
constantly looking for opportunities to develop new eco-friendly products with premium performance.

We talk constantly to our customers, listening to what they need and finding ways to deliver it. We have
been keeping tight pace to meet their demands. Our products are used widely in public, private and commercial
places. We have been successfully sold into oversea market for many years and establish smooth OEM cooperation
with some big groups.

Our main product ranges:

 Oppeo EcoPanel
 Oppeo EcoWall Panel
 Oppeo EcoCeiling & EcoBaffle
 Oppeo Ecosorb Wall Tile
 Oppeo Ecoscreen Panel
 Oppeo Ecowrit Whiteboard
 Oppeo Workstation
 Oppeo EcoFelt

Apart from polyester products, Oppeo wooden acoustic panel, perforated gypsum board with its original 10
years’ more production experience have been appointed as OEM manufacturing base for domestic and international
famous group, some of them are ranked with World Fortune 500 reputation.
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Oppeo EcoPanel, is made of 100% polyester fiber with basic shape, which is semi-rigid panel used for
interior wall, ceiling and related application. It is a new type of sound absorbing material with variety of advantages,
such as sound absorption, flame retardant, innocuous, no-irritating, no smell. It is a new indoor decoration material
which supply good acoustic level and elegant decoration for life and work quality.

Size 4’x8’,9’,10’, custom-made available
Thickness 6-24mm optional

Weight 1300-3600gsm

Color 35 colors, custom-made available

Surface Plain, Smooth, Texture, Printed and etc

Fire rating Class A ASTM E8/Class B EN 13501
Eco Friendly E0

Acoustic NRC 0.45-0.95

Application
walls, ceilings, baffle, wall coverings, wall
linings, Office furniture and etc

 OPPEO EcoPanel
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 OPPEO EcoWall Panel

Oppeo EcoWall Panel, can be originally Ecopanel with
cutting into different size and shape. It is the ideal
material for absorbing internal and external sounds,
reducing the noise level in life and work space.
Available in wide range of colors and designs. To pursue
better visual effect, more patterns have been designed,
such as carved, printed, fabric covered and etc.

Dimensions: 1220x2440-2745x12/24mm
Colors: Available in thirty-five colors
NRC rating: 0.45-0.95
Notes: Custom sizes available
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 OPPEO EcoCeiling & EcoBaffle

As knows, traditional ceiling materials are limited to
gypsum, mineral fiber and fiberglass, most of them are
not eco-freindly and boring. Therefore, people has been
seeking for new materials. PET material has fallen into
the eye-sights. Different from traditional materials,
Oppeo EcoCeiling & EcoBaffle has multiple colors and
design for combination.

Dimensions: upon clients’ requests
Colors: Available in thirty five colors
Installation: Square tube with pre-fixed position holes
Note: Installation method will vary upon different

pattern
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 OPPEO EcoPerf Panel

Acoustic is the main performance of polyester fiber
material, in order to better use this original sound
absorption characteristic, Oppeo EcoPerf Panel, has been
developed as a supplement of traditional perforated
materials.It has been used in some projects in South Korea
and Germany. The attractive perforation will bring too
much eyes and seems that the potentials is very big in near
future.

Specification
Dimension 600x1200x9mm
Design Available in six A-F
NRC rating 0.45-0.85
Note Custom size and pattern available

Welcome all valuable partners who has
professionals with perforation expertise to
develop more pattern on this item!
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 OPPEO EcoSorb Wall TileAcoustic sou

Oppeo EcoSorb Wall Tile, also called soundwave 3D panel, is

100% made of polyester felt with hot press technology to achieve

different kind of shapes. It not only takes full use of the original

performances of polyester, but also brings new style and elegant

decorative appearance. Acoustic sound absorber can be said the

most successful innovation on this material, which has been used

in many countries with different projects, and get very good

feedback. More and more people want to use this kind of panel.

EcoSorb Tile, is light weight sound absorber, which bring quite
space and elegant environment to life and working.

It includes 19 designs with 20 colors for choice.

Dimension: A: 250*250*60mm
B: 500*500*60mm
C: 400*600*45mm
D: 540*900*45mm
E: 600*600*74mm
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 OPPEO EcoScreen Panel

Office work is not so easy, especially everyone has big pressure

nowadays. Comfortable and quite space is strong desired pursuit.

Ecopanel as one kind of 100% eco -freindly material with colorful

design and acoustic property, which will be widely accepted in

office environment without any surprise. Oppeo EcoScreen Panel

can be in different size and colors, with different surface

treatments, has been applied for desk privacy panel and room

dividers in large quantity.

Dimension 600x1200mm, 600x150mm, 750x1500mm

Thickness 9mm, 12mm, 18mm, 22mm, 28mm, 30mm

Surface Original PET or fabric covered

Color Multiple

Installation Desktop, Side mount, Slide on and etc

Application Desk privacy and room space privacy

Note Custom size and color available, including

different installation method
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According to different desk and feild, which require
different installation, Oppeo EcoScreen Panel has been
developed with many pattern, some of them has been
used in many projects with big quantity. These Screen
Panel can be free without accessories, or pre-set
threaded inserts, or pre-drilled holes or carefully slice
cut for wrap around.

Multi EcoScreen Design

EcoPanel used as desk screen with original texture or
fabric covered has been widely recognized, pre-drilled
mounting holes or threaded inserts bring enough
convenient installation . It can be done with desktop,
side and middle mounting with different sizes.

The simplest assemblies is required, which has called
for the slide on divider, it can be one, two or three
layers of adhensive bonding with openning distance.

Seeking for tight privacy space, how to make the screen
wrap around the edges of desk is important concern. The
V groove with one side or two sides, and slice cutting has
resolved this problem, and get many eyes from the end
consumers.

Oppeo EcoScreen privacy panel has been playing very
important roles for EcoPanel. Pls feel free to discuss
with more details such as styles, color, thickness, size.
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.

Pls fee free to discuss available styles,
colors, thickness and size.

Oppeo EcoScreen room divider, same as
desk privacy panel, no uniform size. The
most safe thick we use is 30mm. The style
can be stationary feet or caster.
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Oppeo EcoWrit Whiteboard, is another innovative
application for PET EcoPanel. Combining the superior
performance of EcoPanel and traditional whiteboard
structure, it will not only keep the stability, but also bring
better visual and sound performance. In addition, it may
reduce the weight and environment protection as well.

Dimension 1200x1640x40mm, 800x1640x40mm
900x1500x25mm, 1000x1500x25mm

Structure PET Core+ Steel Frame+Tempered Glass
Pattern Movable or Wall mount

 OPPEO EcoWrit Whiteboard
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 OPPEOWorkStation

Workstation, Phone booth,
which are made of the PET
EcoPanel, focus on the high
end customers, although
the market is narrow, it is
really take full use of
EcoPanel’s original texture
and performance. It is
mainly used in the open
space but with high
demand of privacy and
quite,high class meeting
places.

More products, pls feel free to contact with
us.... Also, welcome all esteemed partners
to develop more products together!
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 OPPEO EcoFelt

Dimension 1200mmx20m, 30m, 50m (Sheet as well)
Thickness 3mm
Weight 650gsm
Color More than 20 colors

Oppeo EcoFelt, is an acoustic solution sheet which
applied as wrapped panels where require covered
surfaces or edges The large size can be used as wall
covering from floor to ceiling with seamless effect.
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Note: Available with more colors choice if special request.

OPPEO EcoFelt Color Chart
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OPPEO EcoPanel (SP) Color Chart

Note: 1. Oppeo EcoPanel has two grade, one is standard panel, one is fire rated panel.
Due to the raw material difference between, there will be color difference for
fire rated panel, which is more bright.

2. Custom-made color available.
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EcoPanel(FR)ColorChart
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Coming More.....
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Fourth Version @ 5th April 2020

OPPEO SH
Building 1, No. 7866 Humin Rd,
Minhang, Shanghai 201102
O: 86 1333 876 888 3
E: h.herryzh@vip.163.com
A: sales@oppeoacoustics. com
oppeoacoustics.com
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